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Introduction
As you'll quickly learn after logging into Burning Angel, this is not your father's porn. The new
generation of pierced and tattooed sluts on Burning Angel are a far cry from the silicone blonde adult
movie standard, and it's only after you've taken a good look around the site that you'll realize what a
truly filthy and beautiful thing that can be.

Adult Review
The indie whores of Burning Angel may love their body modifications, but you don't have to in order to love this site. Even if
you've never found tattooed women attractive, these girls will make you take a second look and then some. You won't find
many natural hair colors here, but you will find 100% natural and tight young bodies and completely genuine sexual
performances, which is a rarity on the Internet these days. 
  
  One of the things we love most about Burning Angel is the fact that the content is exclusive. With the exception of a couple
of alt-leaning pornstars, such as Jezebelle Bond, all of the girls here are amateurs. You'll find their sincerity refreshing. If you
miss the "good 'ol days" of porn, back when it still had witty dialogue and a soundtrack, you'll be ecstatic! 
  
  Burning Angel is a lot more than a place to see tattooed bad-girls getting it on. It also offers active and interactive user
comments and a forum where members can converse with their favorite Burning Angel babes. They're currently working on a
chat feature, but it's not up and running just yet. Pair all of this with hours upon hours of smoking hot alt-girl pics and videos,
and it becomes clear why Burning Angel is more of a lifestyle than a mere website. 
  
  Another thing is that Burning Angel seems to have a lot of female fans active on the site. They are all over the comments
and the message boards, and if any of them ever decide to get brave and take the porn plunge, there's a modeling application
available on the site for them to fill out. After watching these scenes, who could blame them? The videos on Burning Angel
are not your typical XXX scenes.
  
  Gone is the mindless jackhammering usually found on adult sites. Instead at Burning Angel the girls get head as often as
they give it. The orgasms are all real, and so is the enjoyment on the girl's faces as they receive huge, sloppy facials. 
  
  The picture sets aren't exactly high-res, but they are very good quality. Each girl's set offers anywhere between 40 to 100
good quality images. The Burning Angel babes represent several different ethnicities and sport looks ranging from
fresh-faced girl-next-door to well-inked and heavily-pierced she-devils. Some sets are softcore, but most are as hardcore and
dirty as they come.  
  
  There are 97 videos on the site so far, but that number is growing all the time. Burning Angel's fully-downloadable videos
are produced in 1080 X 720 High Definition and are available as full 30 minute scenes or 10 minute video clips. These can be
viewed in WMV or QT formats as well and you can even download them to your Ipod for mobile porn enjoyment! 
  
  One of the newest scenes on the site is Un-charm School, featuring porn newcummer Nova and seasoned porn performer
Sean Michaels. Anyone who watches adult videos is probably familiar with Sean Michaels and his giant black cock, but at
the same time you've probably never seen another girl quite like Nova.
  
  Tattooed Nova's blonde and black hair is shaved into a mohawk, and she sports an eye patch. Early in the scene Sean bends
Nova over to reveal her amazing bubble butt. He fingers and eats her magnificent ass as Nova gets her first taste of giant
black porn cock. After Sean lubes up and fucks Nova's pierced DD's, he gets behind her and slides his black bone into Nova's
tight young box. Michaels licks, fingers, and fucks Nova until it seems she should change her name to Moana. The priceless
look on Nova's face suggests she is being pushed to her absolute limits.
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  That's when Sean Michaels stretches Nova's asshole around his thick shaft tighter than her earlobes are stretched around her
oversized plugs, and Nova's tight ass can't handle it. After banging her pussy some more, Sean jerks off across her pierced
nipples, and she greedily licks the dripping cum off of his dick!

Porn Summary
If you're in the market for something truly new and different in adult, then Burning Angel is the site you need to see. It's the
best alt-girl porn site on the web right now and it's growing every day!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Top quality real amateur Alt-Girl pornstars!'
Quality: 86  Updates: 85 Exclusive: 95 Interface: 86
Support: 90 Unique: 95    Taste: 91        Final: 88

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
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